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GK H7 & H9 TREE DIGGER 
ACCESSORIES & IMPLEMENTS

3-POINT ATTACHMENT
The 3-point a  aches to the back of the tree digger 
using the exis  ng hydraulics. 3-point implements 
can be a  ached to it such as pruners, cul  vators, 
disks, fer  lizer hoppers, fl ail mowers and more! The 
3-point comes fully assembled and is constructed 
of heavy-duty steel material.

GK H7/H9 Tree Digger Accessories & Implements

TREE CHOPPER
Designed to double produc  vity when trimming 
and chopping trees in prepara  on for the budding 
process for woody ornamental and fruit trees. This 
piece of equipment easily cuts tree tops to your 
selected height, preparing them for a variety of 
budding methods. It also grinds material, saving 
you  me and money. The powerful chopper will 
greatly reduce your pruning  me.

NOSE CONES
Nose Cones a  ach to the front of the tree digger 
to prevent low branches and shrubs from ge   ng 
run over by the tracks.
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BED DIGGER
The Bed Digger is used to dig plants and shrubs 
planted in beds. It a  aches to the tree digger using 
a standard GK Toolbar.

UNDER-CUTTER BLADE
The Under-cu  er Blade is used to prune roots 
without disturbing the tree. The angle of the blade 
is controlled hydraulically from inside the cab.
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TOOLBAR ATTACHMENT
The GK Toolbar allows various implements to be 
a  ached behind the digger: sub-soiler ripper, 
planter, bed li  er, etc. Implements clamp to the 
toolbar and can be adjusted based on width 
required.


